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ABJURED ABDEJRU ABJURE, to renounce under oath [v] 

ADJUDGE ADDEGJU to determine judicially [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ADJUNCT ACDJNTU something attached in subordinate position [n -S] 

ADMIXES ADEIMSX ADMIX, to mix (to put together into one mass) [v] 

AGATIZE AAEGITZ to cause to resemble agate [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AGENIZE AEEGINZ to treat with agene [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AGNIZES AEGINSZ AGNIZE, to acknowledge [v] 

AGONIZE AEGINOZ to suffer extreme pain [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AJOWANS AAJNOSW AJOWAN, fruit of Egyptian plant [n] 

AKVAVIT AAIKTVV aquavit (Scandinavian liquor) [n -S] 

ALCHEMY ACEHLMY medieval form of chemistry [n -MIES]  

ALFORJA AAFJLOR leather bag [n -S] 

AMPLIFY AFILMPY to make larger or more powerful [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ANODIZE ADEINOZ to coat with protective film by chemical means [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ANOREXY AENORXY anorexia (loss of appetite) [n -XIES] 

ANTEFIX AEFINTX upright ornament at eaves of tiled roof [n -A, -AE, -ES] 

ANTHRAX AAHNRTX infectious disease [n -ACES, -ES] 

ANXIETY AEINTXY painful or apprehensive uneasiness of mind [n -TIES] 

ATARAXY AAARTXY ataraxia (peace of mind) [n -XIES] 

AXIALLY AAILLXY AXIAL, pertaining to or forming axis [adv] 
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B 

BABYISH ABBHISY resembling baby [adj] 

BACKBAR AABBCKR space behind bar with shelves for bottles [n -S] 

BACKBIT ABBCIKT BACKBITE, to slander (to defame (to attack good name of)) [v] 

BACKUPS ABCKPSU BACKUP, substitute [n] 

BAYWOPS ABOPSWY BAYWOP, offensive word [n] 

BEMOCKS BCEKMOS BEMOCK, to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

BERHYME BEEHMRY to compose in rhyme [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BETAXED ABDEETX burdened with taxes [adj] 

BEWITCH BCEHITW to affect by witchcraft or magic [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BIPACKS ABCIKPS BIPACK, pair of films [n]-HIER, -HIEST] 

BLOWBYS BBLOSWY BLOWBY, leakage of exhaust fumes [n] 

BOXINGS BGINOSX BOXING, casing (protective outer covering) [n] 

BRANCHY ABCHNRY having many branches [adj -HIER, HIEST] 

BROADAX AABDORX broad-edged ax [n -ES] 

BRUXING BGINRUX BRUX, to grind teeth [v] 

BUCKRAM ABCKMRU to stiffen (to make stiff) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUMPKIN BIKMNPU unsophisticated rustic [n -S] 

BYPATHS ABHPSTY BYPATH, indirect road [n] 

BYPLAYS ABLPSYY BYPLAY, secondary action [n] 
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C 

CABBAGY AABBCGY cabbagey (resembling cabbage (leafy vegetable)) [adj] 

CAJOLED ACDEJLO CAJOLE, to persuade by flattery [v] 

CALCIFY ACCFILY to harden (to make hard) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CALPACK AACCKLP calpac (sheepskin hat) [n -S] 

CAPROCK ACCKOPR overlying rock layer [n -S] 

CATJANG AACGJNT African shrub [n -S] 

CEVICHE CCEEHIV seviche (dish of raw fish) [n -S] 

CHALKED ACDEHKL CHALK, to mark with chalk (soft limestone) [v] 

CHAMFER ACEFHMR to groove (to form groove (long, narrow depression)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAMPED ACDEHMP CHAMP, to chew noisily [v] 

CHAPPED ACDEHPP CHAP, to split, crack, or redden [v] 

CHARKED ACDEHKR CHARK, to char (to burn slightly) [v] 

CHARPOY ACHOPRY bed used in India [n -S] 

CHEAPLY ACEHLPY in cheap (inexpensive) manner [adv] 

CHEEKED CDEEEHK CHEEK, to speak impudently to [v] 

CHICHIS CCHHIIS CHICHI, elaborate ornamentation [n] 

CHICORY CCHIORY perennial herb [n -RIES] 

CHIMLEY CEHILMY chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current)) [n -S] 

CHIMNEY CEHIMNY flue (enclosed passageway for directing current) [n -S] 

CHINKED CDEHIKN CHINK, to fill cracks or fissures in [v] 

CHIPPED CDEHIPP CHIP, to break small piece from [v] 

CHIRKED CDEHIKR CHIRK, to make shrill noise [v] 

CHLAMYS ACHLMSY garment worn in ancient Greece [n -YDES, -ES] 

CHOKING CGHIKNO CHOKE, to impede breathing of [v] 

CHOMPED CDEHMOP CHOMP, to champ (to chew noisily) [v] 

CHOPPED CDEHOPP CHOP, to sever with sharp tool [v] 

CHROMYL CHLMORY bivalent radical [n -S] 

CHUDDAH ACDDHHU chuddar (large, square shawl) [n -S] 

CHUMMED CDEHMMU CHUM, to be close friends with someone [v] 

CHUMPED CDEHMPU CHUMP, to munch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CHUNKED CDEHKNU CHUNK, to make dull explosive sound [v] 

CHYMIST CHIMSTY chemist (one versed in chemistry) [n -S] 

CHYMOUS CHMOSUY pertaining to chyme (semi-digested food) [adj] 

CIPHONY CHINOPY electronic scrambling of voice transmissions [n -NIES] 

CLUTCHY CCHLTUY tending to clutch [adj] 

COAXING ACGINOX act of cajoling [n -S] / COAX, to cajole (to persuade by flattery) [v] 

COCKPIT CCIKOPT pilot's compartment in certain airplanes [n -S] 

COCKUPS CCKOPSU COCKUP, turned-up part of something [n] 

CODEXES CDEEOSX CODEX, ancient manuscript [n] 

COMFILY CFILMOY COMFY, comfortable [adv] 

COMFREY CEFMORY coarse herb [n -S] 

COPECKS CCEKOPS COPECK, kopeck (Russian coin) [n] 

COWBOYS BCOOSWY COWBOY, to tend cattle or horses [v] 

COWFLAP ACFLOPW cowflop (cowpat (dropping of cow dung)) [n -S] 

COWFLOP CFLOOPW cowpat (dropping of cow dung) [n -S] 
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COWHERB BCEHORW annual herb [n -S] 

CRACKUP ACCKPRU collision [n -S] 

CRUCIFY CCFIRUY to put to death on cross [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CRUNCHY CCHNRUY crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adj -HIER, HIEST] / something that makes crackling sound when eaten [n -HIES] 

CUMSHAW ACHMSUW gift [n -S] 

CUPCAKE ACCEKPU small cake [n -S] 

CUTBACK ABCCKTU reduction [n -S] 

CYCLERY CCELRYY bicycle shop [n -RIES] 

CYPHERS CEHPRSY CYPHER, to cipher (to solve problems in arithmetic) [v] 
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DAFFILY ADFFILY DAFFY, silly (showing lack of good sense) [adv] 

DANAZOL AADLNOZ synthetic androgen [n -S] 

DAYBOOK ABDKOOY diary (personal journal) [n -S] 

DEFROCK CDEFKOR to unfrock (to divest of ecclesiastical authority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEJECTA ACDEEJT excrements (excrement) [n DEJECTA] 

DEJECTS CDEEJST DEJECT, to depress (to make sad) [v] 

DENIZEN DEEINNZ to make citizen of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEUTZIA ADEITUZ ornamental shrub [n -S] 

DIAZINE ADEIINZ chemical compound [n -S] 

DIAZINS ADIINSZ DIAZIN, diazine (chemical compound) [n] 

DIAZOLE ADEILOZ chemical compound [n -S] 

DICKEYS CDEIKSY DICKEY, blouse front [n] 

DIQUATS ADIQSTU DIQUAT, herbicide [n] 

DISJECT CDEIJST to disperse (to scatter (to go or send in various directions)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DITZIER DEIIRTZ DITZY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 

DJEBELS BDEEJLS DJEBEL, jebel (mountain (large, natural elevation of earth's surface)) [n] 

DONZELS DELNOSZ DONZEL, young squire [n] 

DOOZERS DEOORSZ DOOZER, doozy (extraordinary one of its kind) [n] 

DOOZIES DEIOOSZ DOOZIE, doozy (extraordinary one of its kind) [n] / DOOZY [n] 

DOZIEST DEIOSTZ DOZY, drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep)) [adj] 

DUALIZE ADEILUZ to make twofold [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DUCKISH CDHIKSU dusk [n -ES] 
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ECTHYMA ACEHMTY virus disease [n -TA] 

EGOTIZE EEGIOTZ to talk and think about oneself excessively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EJECTED CDEEEJT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v] 

ELEGIZE EEEGILZ to write elegy [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EMPATHY AEHMPTY imaginative identification with another's thoughts and feelings [n -HIES]  

ENJOYER EEJNORY one that enjoys (to receive pleasure from) [n -S] 

EPARCHY ACEHPRY district of modern Greece [n -HIES] 

EPONYMY EMNOPYY derivation of eponymic name [n -MIES] 

EPOXIDE DEEIOPX epoxy compound [n -S] 
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EPOXIED DEEIOPX EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

EQUALED ADEELQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUATED ADEEQTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EURYOKY EKORUYY euroky (ability of organism to live under variable conditions) [n -KIES] 

EXACTED ACDEETX EXACT, to force payment or yielding of [v] 

EXAPTED ADEEPTX utilized for function other than one developed through natural selection [adj] 

EXCEEDS CDEEESX EXCEED, to go beyond [v] 

EXCIDES CDEEISX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCISED CDEEISX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCITED CDEEITX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXCLUDE CDEELUX to shut out [v -D, -DING, -S] 

EXCUSED CDEESUX EXCUSE, to apologize for [v] 

EXHALES AEEHLSX EXHALE, to expel air or vapor [v] 

EXHAUST AEHSTUX to use up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXHORTS EHORSTX EXHORT, to advise urgently [v] 

EXODERM DEEMORX ectoderm (outermost germ layer of embryo) [n -S] 

EXPANDS ADENPSX EXPAND, to increase in size or volume [v] 

EXPENDS DEENPSX EXPEND, to use up [v] 

EXPIRED DEEIPRX EXPIRE, to come to end [v] 

EXPLODE DEELOPX to blow up [v -D, -DING, -S] 

EXPOSED DEEOPSX EXPOSE, to lay open to view [v] 

EXPOUND DENOPUX to explain in detail [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPUNGE EEGNPUX to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EXSCIND CDEINSX to cut out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXUVIAE AEEIUVX EXUVIUM, molted covering of animal [n] 

EXUVIAL AEILUVX EXUVIUM, molted covering of animal [adj] 

EYEHOOK EEHKOOY type of hook [n -S] 

EYEWINK EEIKNWY wink of eye [n -S] 
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FAJITAS AAFIJST FAJITA, marinated and grilled beef, chicken, or shrimp served with flour tortilla [n] 

FANJETS AEFJNST FANJET, type of jet engine [n] 

FEIJOAS AEFIJOS FEIJOA, green edible fruit [n] 

FIXATES AEFISTX FIXATE, to make stable or stationary [v] 

FIXTURE EFIRTUX permanent part or appendage of house [n -S] 

FIXURES EFIRSUX FIXURE, firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure)) [n] 

FLACKED ACDEFKL FLACK, to work as press agent [v] 

FLAKILY AFIKLLY FLAKY, resembling flakes [adv] 

FLAXIER AEFILRX FLAXY, flaxen (of pale yellow color) [adj] 

FLECKED CDEEFKL FLECK, to mark with flecks (tiny streaks or spots) [v] 

FLEXILE EEFILLX flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

FLEXION EFILNOX flection (act of bending (to curve)) [n -S] 

FLEXORS EFLORSX FLEXOR, muscle that serves to bend bodily part [n] 

FLEXURE EEFLRUX act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n -S]  

FLICKED CDEFIKL FLICK, to strike with quick, light blow [v] 
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FLIGHTY FGHILTY fickle (not constant or loyal) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FLOCKED CDEFKLO FLOCK, to gather or move in crowd [v] 

FLUKILY FIKLLUY FLUKY, happening by or depending on chance [adv] 

FLUNKEY EFKLNUY flunky (servile follower) [n -S] 

FLUXION FILNOUX act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n -S] 

FOGYDOM DFGMOOY all fogies [n -S] 

FOGYISH FGHIOSY FOGY, old-fashioned person [adj] 

FOLKISH FHIKLOS characteristic of common people [adj] 

FOPPERY EFOPPRY foppish behavior [n -RIES] 

FOPPISH FHIOPPS characteristic of dandy [adj] 

FOREXES EEFORSX FOREX, foreign exchange [n] 

FORKFUL FFKLORU as much as fork will hold [n -S, -KSFUL] 

FOXIEST EFIOSTX FOXY, crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adj] 

FOXTAIL AFILOTX tail of fox [n -S] 

FOXTROT FOORTTX to dance fox trot (dance for couples) [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

FRACKED ACDEFKR FRACK, to engage in fracking [v] 

FRANKLY AFKLNRY in frank (honest and unreserved in speech) manner [adv] 

FRIJOLE EFIJLOR frijol (bean used as food) [n -S] 

FROCKED CDEFKOR FROCK, to clothe in long, loose outer garment [v] 

FUCKING CFGIKNU FUCK, offensive word [v] 

FUNKILY FIKLNUY FUNKY, having offensive odor [adv] 

FUTHARK AFHKRTU ancient alphabet [n -S] 

FUTHORK FHKORTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 
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GAUZIER AEGIRUZ GAUZY, resembling gauze (transparent fabric) [adj] 

GAZANIA AAAGINZ South African herb [n -S] 

GAZELLE AEEGLLZ small antelope [n -S] 

GAZETTE AEEGTTZ to announce in official journal [v -D, -TTING, -S] 

GEARBOX ABEGORX automotive transmission [n -ES] 

GEEZERS EEEGRSZ GEEZER, eccentric man [n] 

GLAZERS AEGLRSZ GLAZER, glazier (one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes)) [n] 

GLAZIER AEGILRZ GLAZY, covered with smooth, glossy coating [adj] / one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes) [n -S] 

GLITZES EGILSTZ GLITZ, to make flashy in appearance [v] 

GLOWFLY FGLLOWY firefly (luminous insect) [n -LIES] 

GRAZERS AEGRRSZ GRAZER, one that grazes (to feed on growing grass) [n] 

GRAZIER AEGIRRZ one that grazes cattle [n -S] 

GROWTHY GHORTWY fast-growing [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

GRUFFLY FFGLRUY in gruff (low and harsh in speech) manner [adv] 

GUFFAWS AFFGSUW GUFFAW, to laugh loudly [v] 
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HACKING ACGHIKN activity of riding horse for pleasure [n -S] / HACK, to cut or chop roughly [v] 

HACKLED ACDEHKL HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 
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HAGFISH AFGHHIS eellike fish [n -ES] 

HALAKAH AAAHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -KOTH]  

HALAKHA AAAHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -KHOT] 

HAMMILY AHILMMY in hammy (overly theatrical) manner [adv] 

HANDOFF ADFFHNO play in football [n -S] 

HAPKIDO ADHIKOP Korean martial art [n -S] 

HAPPILY AHILPPY HAPPY, marked by joy [adv] 

HARIJAN AAHIJNR outcaste in India [n -S] 

HARUMPH AHHMPRU to harrumph (to make guttural sound) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HAUGHTY AGHHTUY arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

HAWKERS AEHKRSW HAWKER, one that hawks (to peddle (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

HAWKIES AEHIKSW HAWKIE, white-faced cow [n] 

HAYWARD AADHRWY officer who tends cattle [n -S] 

HEADWAY AADEHWY forward movement [n -S] 

HECKLED CDEEHKL HECKLE, to harass speaker [v] 

HEJIRAS AEHIJRS HEJIRA, hegira (exodus (movement away)) [n] 

HELIXES EEHILSX HELIX, something spiral in form [n] 

HEXANES AEEHNSX HEXANE, volatile liquid [n] 

HEXEREI EEEHIRX witchcraft [n -S] 

HEXONES EEHNOSX HEXONE, hydrocarbon solvent [n] 

HEXOSAN AEHNOSX carbohydrate [n -S] 

HEXOSES EEHOSSX HEXOSE, simple sugar [n] 

HEYDAYS ADEHSYY HEYDAY, period of one's greatest success [n] 

HEYDEYS DEEHSYY HEYDEY, heyday (period of one's greatest success) [n] 

HIBACHI ABCHHII cooking device [n -S] 

HIPPISH HHIIPPS depressed; sad [adj] 

HOAXERS AEHORSX HOAXER, one that hoaxes (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [n] 

HOCKING CGHIKNO HOCK, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

HOGFISH FGHHIOS tropical fish [n -ES] 

HOGWASH AGHHOSW meaningless talk [n -ES] 

HOICKED CDEHIKO HOICK, to change directions abruptly [v] 

HOLYDAY ADHLOYY religious holiday [n -S] 

HOMEBOY BEHMOOY boy or man from one's neighborhood [n -S] 

HOMONYM HMMNOOY namesake (one who is named after another) [n -S] 

HOOKAHS AHHKOOS HOOKAH, water pipe [n] 

HOOKEYS EHKOOSY HOOKEY, hooky (truancy (act of truanting)) [n] 

HOWDAHS ADHHOSW HOWDAH, seat on elephant or camel for riders [n] 

HUFFING FFGHINU HUFF, to breathe heavily [v] 

HUPPAHS AHHPPSU HUPPAH, chuppah (canopy used at Jewish wedding) [n] 

HUSKILY HIKLSUY in husky (hoarse (low and rough in sound)) manner [adv] 
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IDOLIZE DEIILOZ to worship (to honor and love as divine being) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

INFIXES EFIINSX INFIX, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

IODIZER DEIIORZ one that iodizes (to treat with iodine) [n -S] 
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IODIZES DEIIOSZ IODIZE, to treat with iodine [v] 

IONIZED DEIINOZ IONIZE, to convert into ions [v] 

IVYLIKE EIIKLVY IVY, climbing vine [adj] 
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JADITIC ACDIIJT JADEITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

JAGGING AGGGIJN JAG, to cut unevenly [v] / JAGG, to jag (to cut unevenly) [v] 

JANNEYS AEJNNSY JANNEY, to janny (to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas) [v] 

JARFULS AFJLRSU JARFUL, quantity held by jar (cylindrical container) [n] 

JARLDOM ADJLMOR domain of jarl [n -S] 

JARRAHS AAHJRRS JARRAH, evergreen tree [n] 

JARSFUL AFJLRSU JARFUL, quantity held by jar (cylindrical container) [n] 

JAUNCED ACDEJNU JAUNCE, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 

JAUPING AGIJNPU JAUP, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v] 

JAVELIN AEIJLNV to pierce with javelin (light spear) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JAWLESS AEJLSSW having no jaw (bony structure bordering mouth) [adj] 

JAWLINE AEIJLNW outline of lower jaw [n -S] 

JEEPING EEGIJNP JEEP, to travel by small type of motor vehicle [v] 

JEMADAR AADEJMR officer in army of India [n -S] 

JEMIDAR ADEIJMR jemadar (officer in army of India) [n -S] 

JEOPARD ADEJOPR to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JERSEYS EEJRSSY JERSEY, close-fitting knitted shirt [n] 

JESTFUL EFJLSTU tending to jest [adj] 

JETBEAD ABDEEJT ornamental shrub [n -S] 

JETFOIL EFIJLOT jet-powered hydrofoil (boat with winglike structures for lifting hull above water) [n -S] 

JEWELER EEEJLRW dealer or maker of jewelry [n -S] 

JIGGING GGGIIJN JIG, to bob (to move up and down) [v] 

JIGGLED DEGGIJL JIGGLE, to shake lightly [v] 

JITNEYS EIJNSTY JITNEY, small bus [n] 

JITTERY EIJRTTY extremely nervous [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

JIVEASS AEIJSSV offensive word [adj] 

JIVIEST EIIJSTV JIVEY, jazzy, lively [adj] 

JOGGING GGGIJNO practice of running at slow, steady pace [n -S] / JOG, to run at slow, steady pace [v] 

JOGGLED DEGGJLO JOGGLE, to shake slightly [v] 

JOHNNIE EHIJNNO johnny (sleeveless hospital gown) [n -S] 

JOHNSON HJNNOOS offensive word [n -S] 

JOINERY EIJNORY trade of joiner [n -RIES] 

JOINTLY IJLNOTY together (into union or relationship) [adv] 

JOLLILY IJLLLOY JOLLY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

JOLLITY IJLLOTY mirth (spirited gaiety) [n -TIES] 

JOLTILY IJLLOTY JOLTY, marked by jolting motion [adv] 

JOSHERS EHJORSS JOSHER, one that joshes (to tease (to make fun of)) [n] 

JOUNCED CDEJNOU JOUNCE, to move roughly up and down [v] 

JOURNEY EJNORUY to travel (to go from one place to another) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JOWLIER EIJLORW JOWLY, having prominent jowls [adj] 
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JOYLESS EJLOSSY being without gladness [adj] 

JUDGING DGGIJNU JUDGE, to decide on critically [v] 

JUGGING GGGIJNU JUG, to put into jug (large, deep container with narrow mouth and handle) [v] 

JUGGLED DEGGJLU JUGGLE, to perform feats of manual dexterity [v] 

JUGULUM GJLMUUU part of bird's neck [n -LA] 

JUICING CGIIJNU JUICE, to extract juice (liquid part of fruit or vegetable) from [v] 

JUMARED ADEJMRU JUMAR, to climb with ropes using type of clamp [v] 

JURALLY AJLLRUY JURAL, pertaining to law [adv] 

JURIDIC CDIIJRU pertaining to law [adj] 

JUSSIVE EIJSSUV word used to express command [n -S] 

JUVENAL AEJLNUV young bird's plumage [n -S] 
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KAFFIRS AFFIKRS KAFFIR, kafir (cereal grass) [n] 

KECKLES CEEKKLS KECKLE, to wind with rope to prevent chafing [v] 

KERYGMA AEGKMRY preaching of gospel [n -S, -TA] 

KEYCARD ACDEKRY coded card for operating device [n -S] 

KEYHOLE EEHKLOY hole for key [n -S] 

KEYPADS ADEKPSY KEYPAD, small keyboard [n] 

KHALIFA AAFHIKL caliph (Muslim leader) [n -S] 

KHALIFS AFHIKLS KHALIF, caliph (Muslim leader) [n] 

KNAVERY AEKNRVY trickery (deception) [n -RIES] 

KNAVISH AHIKNSV KNAVE, dishonest person [adj] 

KOWTOWS KOOSTWW KOWTOW, to behave in servile manner [v] 
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LEKYTHI EHIKLTY LEKYTHUS, lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n] 

LIMBECK BCEIKLM alembic (apparatus formerly used in distilling) [n -S] 

LIQUIDS DIILQSU LIQUID, substance that flows freely [n] 

LIXIVIA AIIILVX LIXIVIUM, solution obtained by leaching [n] 

LIZARDS ADILRSZ LIZARD, any of suborder of reptiles [n] 

LOGJAMS AGJLMOS LOGJAM, to cause to become tangled in mass [v] 

LOZENGE EEGLNOZ small, often medicated candy [n -S] 
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MAJAGUA AAAGJMU tropical tree [n -S] 

MAJORED ADEJMOR MAJOR, to pursue specific principal course of study [v] 

MANPACK AACKMNP designed to be carried by one person [adj] 

MASJIDS ADIJMSS MASJID, mosque (Muslim house of worship) [n] 

MAYBUSH ABHMSUY flowering shrub [n -ES] 

MAYHEMS AEHMMSY MAYHEM, offense of willfully maiming person [n] 

MENSCHY CEHMNSY MENSCH, admirable person [adj] 

MICRIFY CFIIMRY to make small [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 
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MIDWEEK DEEIKMW middle of week [n -S] 

MOCKUPS CKMOPSU MOCKUP, full-sized model [n] 

MOVABLY ABLMOVY so as to be capable of being moved [adv] 

MUGWUMP GMMPUUW political independent [n -S] 

MUSJIDS DIJMSSU MUSJID, mosque (Muslim house of worship) [n] 

MYRRHIC CHIMRRY MYRRH, aromatic gum resin [adj] 
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NARTHEX AEHNRTX vestibule in church [n -ES] 

NONJURY JNNORUY case not involving jury [n -RIES] 

NYMPHAE AEHMNPY NYMPHA, fold of vulva [n] 

NYMPHAL AHLMNPY pertaining to nymph (female spirit) [adj] 

NYMPHET EHMNPTY young nymph [n -S] 

NYMPHOS HMNOPSY NYMPHO, woman obsessed by sexual desire [n] 
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ODORIZE DEIOORZ to make odorous [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OFFHAND ADFFHNO without preparation [adv] 

OFFRAMP AFFMOPR road leading off expressway [n -S] 

OPACIFY ACFIOPY to make opaque [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ORGANZA AAGNORZ sheer fabric [n -S] 

OUTGAZE AEGOTUZ to surpass in gazing [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OVERLAX AELORVX too lax [adj] 

OVERTAX AEORTVX to tax too heavily [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OXBLOOD BDLOOOX deep red color [n -S] 

OXHEART AEHORTX variety of sweet cherry [n -S] 

OXYSALT ALOSTXY salt of oxyacid [n -S] 

OXYTONE ENOOTXY word having heavy stress on last syllable [n -S] 

OZALIDS ADILOSZ OZALID, trademark [n] 

OZONIDE DEINOOZ compound of ozone [n -S] 
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PACKMAN AACKMNP peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n -MEN] 

PACKMEN ACEKMNP PACKMAN, peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

PADDOCK ACDDKOP to confine in enclosure for horses [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARADOX AADOPRX statement seemingly contradictory or absurd yet perhaps true [n -ES] 

PAUNCHY ACHNPUY having protruding belly [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

PAWPAWS AAPPSWW PAWPAW, papaw (fleshy fruit) [n] 

PAYABLY AABLPYY PAYABLE, profitable [adv] 

PEACOCK ACCEKOP to strut vainly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERFUMY EFMPRUY scented [adj] 

PEROXID DEIOPRX peroxide [n -S] 

PETCOCK CCEKOPT small valve or faucet [n -S] 
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PHYSICS CHIPSSY PHYSIC, to treat with medicine [v] 

PICKUPS CIKPPSU PICKUP, small truck [n] 

PIDDOCK CDDIKOP bivalve mollusk [n -S] 

PIKAKES AEIKKPS PIKAKE, East Indian vine [n] 

PLAYBOY ABLOPYY man devoted to pleasurable activities [n -S] 

PLOWBOY BLOOPWY boy who leads plow team [n -S] 

PREACHY ACEHPRY tending to preach [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

PREPACK ACEKPPR to package before retail distribution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRIVACY ACIPRVY state of being private (not for public use or knowledge) [n -CIES] 

PSYCHES CEHPSSY PSYCHE, mental structure of person [n] 

PSYCHOS CHOPSSY PSYCHO, mentally unstable person [n] 

PUMPKIN IKMNPPU large, edible fruit [n -S] 

PUPFISH FHIPPSU small, freshwater fish [n -ES] 

PYRRHIC CHIPRRY type of metrical foot [n -S] 
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QINDARS ADINQRS QINDAR, qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n] 

QUADRAT AADQRTU piece of type metal used for filling spaces [n -S] 

QUAILED ADEILQU QUAIL, to cower (to cringe (to shrink in fear)) [v] 

QUANGOS AGNOQSU QUANGO, public administrative board [n] 

QUANTED ADENQTU QUANT, to propel through water with pole [v] 

QUEENED DEEENQU QUEEN, to make queen (female monarch) of [v] 

QUEERED DEEEQRU QUEER, to spoil effect or success of [v] 

QUELLED DEELLQU QUELL, to suppress (to put end to forcibly) [v] 

QUERIDA ADEIQRU female sweetheart [n -S] 

QUERIED DEEIQRU QUERY, to question (to put question (inquiry) to) [v] 

QUESTED DEEQSTU QUEST, to make search [v] 

QUEUING EGINQUU QUEUE, to line up [v] 

QUIETED DEEIQTU QUIET, to cause to be quiet [v] 

QUILLED DEILLQU QUILL, to press small ridges in [v] 

QUILTED DEILQTU QUILT, to stitch together with padding in between [v] 

QUINOID DIINOQU chemical compound [n -S] 

QUIRING GIINQRU QUIRE, to arrange sheets of paper in sets of twenty-four [v] 

QUIRTED DEIQRTU QUIRT, to strike with riding whip [v] 

QUITTED DEIQTTU QUIT, to end one's engagement in or occupation with [v] 

QUOINED DEINOQU QUOIN, to secure with type of wedge [v] 

QUOITED DEIOQTU QUOIT, to play throwing game similar to ringtoss [v] 

QUOTING GINOQTU QUOTE, to repeat words of [v] 
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RAKEOFF AEFFKOR share of profits [n -S] 

RAZORED ADEORRZ RAZOR, to shave or cut with sharp-edged instrument [v] 

REENJOY EEJNORY to enjoy again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFIXES EEFIRSX REFIX, to fix again [v] 
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REGLAZE AEEGLRZ to glaze again [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

REMIXED DEEIMRX REMIX, to mix again [v] 

RESIZED DEEIRSZ RESIZE, to size again [v] 

REWAXES AEERSWX REWAX, to wax again [v] 

REZONED DEENORZ REZONE, to zone again [v] 

RIKSHAW AHIKRSW rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 
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SANDBOX ABDNOSX box containing sand for children to play in [n -ES] 

SAXHORN AHNORSX brass wind instrument [n -S]  

SCYPHUS CHPSSUY Greek cup with two handles [n -HI] 

SEIZING EGIINSZ act of one that seizes [n -S] / SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly [v] 

SHACKED ACDEHKS SHACK, to live or dwell [v] 

SHADFLY ADFHLSY winged insect [n -LIES] 

SHADOWY ADHOSWY dark (having little or no light) [adj -WIER, -WIEST] 

SHAIKHS AHHIKSS SHAIKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHAKILY AHIKLSY in shaky (shaking) manner [adv] 

SHEIKHS EHHIKSS SHEIKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHLEPPY EHLPPSY schleppy (shabby, run-down) [adj -PPIER, -PIEST] 

SHLUMPY HLMPSUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj] 

SHOCKED CDEHKOS SHOCK, to strike with great surprise, horror, or disgust [v] 

SHOPBOY BHOOPSY salesclerk [n -S] 

SHRIEKY EHIKRSY shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHRIMPY HIMPRSY abounding in shrimp [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SHRUBBY BBHRSUY covered with shrubs [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

SHUCKED CDEHKSU SHUCK, to remove husk or shell from [v] 

SIZINGS GIINSSZ SIZING, substance used as glaze or filler for porous materials [n] 

SKIFFLE EFFIKLS to play particular style of music [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SKYSURF FKRSSUY to perform maneuvers during free fall while riding on skyboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLEAZED ADEELSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SMOOCHY CHMOOSY suitable for smooching [adj -HIER, HIEST] 

SMUTCHY CHMSTUY smudgy (smudged) [adj -HIER, HIEST] 

SNEEZED DEEENSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNOOZED DENOOSZ SNOOZE, to sleep lightly [v] 

SONOVOX NOOOSVX sound effects device [n -ES] 

SPANDEX ADENPSX synthetic elastic fiber [n -ES] 

SPECIFY CEFIPSY to state in detail [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SQUALID ADILQSU marked by filthiness caused by neglect or poverty [adj -ER, -EST] 

SQUARED ADEQRSU SQUARE, to make square [v] 

SQUIRED DEIQRSU SQUIRE, to serve as squire (escort) [v] 

SWACKED ACDEKSW drunk (intoxicated) [adj] 

SYLPHIC CHILPSY SYLPH, slender, graceful girl or woman [adj] 
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TAKEOFF AEFFKOT act of rising in flight [n -S] 

TAXPAID AADIPTX paid for by taxes [adj] 

TAXWISE AEISTWX pertaining to taxes [adj] 

TEAZLED ADEELTZ TEAZLE, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TELEFAX AEEFLTX to transmit graphic material over telephone lines [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

THACKED ACDEHKT THACK, to thatch (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [v] 

THRUMMY HMMRTUY shaggy (covered with long, coarse hair) [adj -MMIER, -MMIEST] 

THYMOMA AHMMOTY tumor arising from thymus tissue [n -S, -TA] 

TOMBACK ABCKMOT tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n -S] 

TORQUED DEOQRTU TORQUE, to cause to twist [v] 

TOUZLED DELOTUZ TOUZLE, to tousle (to dishevel (to make messy)) [v] 

TWINJET EIJNTTW aircraft with two jet engines [n -S] 

TWINKLY IKLNTWY twinkling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TYCHISM CHIMSTY proposition that chance is operative in universe [n -S] 

TYMPANY AMNPTYY swelling of abdomen [n -NIES] 

TZIGANE AEGINTZ gypsy [n -S] 
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UNBOXED BDENOUX UNBOX, to remove from box [v] 

UNFIXES EFINSUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNHAPPY AHNPPUY not happy (marked by joy) [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

UNMIXED DEIMNUX UNMIX, to separate from mixture [v] 

UNRAZED ADENRUZ not razed (to tear down or demolish) [adj] 

UNSIZED DEINSUZ not sized (to arrange according to size (physical proportions)) [adj] 

UNZONED DENNOUZ not zoned (to arrange in zones (areas distinguished from other adjacent areas)) [adj] 
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VACANCY AACCNVY quality or state of being vacant [n -CIES] 

VALKYRS AKLRSVY VALKYR, valkyrie (maiden in Norse mythology) [n] 

VAMPISH AHIMPSV seductive [adj] 

VEXILLA AEILLVX VEXILLUM, web or vane of feather [n] 

VIFFING FFGIINV VIFF, to change direction abruptly of vertical take-off aircraft [v] 

VIVIDLY DIILVVY VIVID, strikingly bright or intense [adv] 

VOCABLY ABCLOVY in manner that may be voiced aloud [adv] 

VYINGLY GILNVYY in vying manner [adv] 
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WAFFING AFFGINW WAFF, to wave (to move freely back and forth or up and down) [v] 

WAFFLED ADEFFLW WAFFLE, to talk vaguely or indecisively [v] 

WAKEFUL AEFKLUW not sleeping or able to sleep [adj] 

WAMPISH AHIMPSW to throw about [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

WARWORK AKORRWW work done during war [n -S] 

WASHDAY AADHSWY day set aside for washing clothes [n -S] 
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WAXIEST AEISTWX WAXY, resembling wax [adj] 

WAYWARD AADRWWY willful (bent on having one's own way) [adj]  

WEAKISH AEHIKSW somewhat weak [adj]  

WEBWORM BEMORWW web-spinning caterpillar [n -S] 

WEDLOCK CDEKLOW state of being married [n -S] 

WEEJUNS EEJNSUW trademark [n] 

WEIGHTY EGHITWY having great weight [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

WHAPPER AEHPPRW whopper (something unusually large) [n -S] 

WHARFED ADEFHRW WHARF, to moor to wharf (docking place for vessels) [v] 

WHIDAHS ADHHISW WHIDAH, whydah (African bird) [n] 

WHIMPER EHIMPRW to cry with plaintive, broken sounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WHIPPER EHIPPRW one that whips (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [n -S] 

WHIPPET EHIPPTW small, swift dog [n -S] 

WHIPPIT HIIPPTW small container of nitrous oxide [n -S] 

WHISHED DEHHISW WHISH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHISKER EHIKRSW hair on man's face [n -S]  

WHOOFED DEFHOOW WHOOF, to make deep snorting sound [v] 

WHOOMPS HMOOPSW WHOOMP, sudden loud sound [n] 

WHOPPER EHOPPRW something unusually large [n -S] 

WICKING CGIIKNW material for wicks [n -S] 

WIMPISH HIIMPSW wimpy (weak, ineffectual) [adj] 

WINDOWY DINOWWY having many windows [adj] 

WINDWAY ADINWWY passage for air [n -S] 

WONKERY EKNORWY qualities or activities of wonk [n -RIES] 

WONKILY IKLNOWY WONKY, unsteady (not steady (firm in position)) [adv] 

WONKISH HIKNOSW WONK, overly studious student [adj] 

WORKBAG ABGKORW bag for holding work instruments and materials [n -S] 

WRACKED ACDEKRW WRACK, to wreck (to cause ruin of) [v] 

WRECKED CDEEKRW WRECK, to cause ruin of [v] 

WRICKED CDEIKRW WRICK, to wrench (to twist suddenly and forcibly) [v] 

WRINKLY IKLNRWY having wrinkles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 
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XANTHAN AAHNNTX gum produced by bacterial fermentation [n -S] 

XANTHIN AHINNTX yellow pigment [n -S] 

XYLENES EELNSXY XYLENE, flammable hydrocarbon [n] 

XYLITOL ILLOTXY alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

XYLOSES ELOSSXY XYLOSE, type of sugar [n] 

XYSTERS ERSSTXY XYSTER, surgical instrument for scraping bones [n] 
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YACKING ACGIKNY YACK, to yak (to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially)) [v] 

YAFFING AFFGINY YAFF, to bark (to cry like dog) [v] 

YASHMAC AACHMSY yashmak (veil worn by Muslim women) [n -S] 
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YOBBERY BBEORYY behavior of yob [n -RIES] 

YOBBISH BBHIOSY characteristic of yob [adj] 

YOCKING CGIKNOY YOCK, to laugh boisterously [v] 

YOHIMBE BEHIMOY topical African tree [n -S] 

YUCKING CGIKNUY YUCK, to yuk (to laugh loudly) [v] 
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ZAIDIES ADEIISZ ZAIDY, zeda (grandfather) [n] 

ZANDERS ADENRSZ ZANDER, freshwater fish [n] 

ZENAIDA AADEINZ wild dove [n -S] 

ZEROING EGINORZ ZERO, to aim at exact center of target [v] 

ZESTING EGINSTZ ZEST, to fill with zest (invigorating excitement) [v] 

ZINGANI AGIINNZ ZINGANO, zingaro (gypsy) [n] 

ZINGANO AGINNOZ zingaro (gypsy) [n -NI] 

ZINGARA AAGINRZ female gypsy [n -RE] 

ZINGARE AEGINRZ ZINGARA, female gypsy [n] 

ZINGARI AGIINRZ ZINGARO, gypsy [n] 

ZINGARO AGINORZ gypsy [n -RI] 

ZINGERS EGINRSZ ZINGER, pointed witty retort or remark [n] 

ZINGIER EGIINRZ ZINGY, enjoyably exciting [adj] 

ZONATED ADENOTZ zonate (arranged in zones) [adj] 

ZONINGS GINNOSZ ZONING, division of city or land into areas subject to planning restrictions [n] 

ZOOGLEA AEGLOOZ jellylike mass of bacteria [n -E, -S] 

ZOOIDAL ADILOOZ ZOOID, organic cell or body capable of independent movement [adj] 

ZOONING GINNOOZ ZOON, to zoom (to move with loud humming sound) [v] 
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